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Those of us who are actively participating in activating our 12 subharmonic DNA have
already awakened into their divine right place where the continued activation of their
contracted divine mission will gradually and continuously become activated over the next
four and half years of the New Earth's FIRST ASCENSION CYCLE -2012-2017.
You (Those of us who are actively participating in activating our 12 subharmonic DNA) will
become more and more awakened to knowing who you really are and what your divine place
really is as your divine mission that you agreed to do before incarnating on Earth as we begin
the first ascension cycle of 2013--2017. These years will awaken you into your 5D essence as
you become more and more in tune or atuned to Earth's Soul Essence or 5th dimensional
reality.
You will know your divine right place to be either moving into Inner Earth as we morph into
atunement with Inner Earth Agartha, or you will know your divine locality to be shifting into
the higher realms of the 6th dimensional Tara or the 8th dimensional Gaia. The more atuned
we become, the more we hear the Symphony of Love or the Divine Harmonics of how we all
blend together into our Divine Place.
The more one learns to focus on the fifth dimension either through frequency music or
walking into a candle in consciousness, or starring at the Sun, the more quickly they will have
their codes triggered into activation of knowing their divine plan.
We began our awakening of knowing ourselves as the true sons of God and the Suns of God
in the years 2006-2012. We learned that it is the star language mechanics of the keylons that
create the divine template within the original breath of the Divine Creator which is manifest
through igniting sparks into flames creating plasma spheres of energy that manifest into the
divine template of the Divine Mind or the image and likeness of God.
We learned that the pre sound and pre light essence of the substance of the divine creation
involves from the Cosmic realm down to the Universal realm and then down to the Galactic
realm and down to the Solar realm and finally into the Planetary realm. Each of these realms
is contained within a dimensional template of spheres within spheres, and each sphere is
created through light and sound braiding together as the merkaba spins at the speed of Love not the speed of Light. The merkaba spins ten thousand times the speed of Light and it places
us completely within all of the music of the spheres including the Cosmic and the Source
sphere. That is how the at one ment or the attunement of our bodies and our planet into the
complete realm of the Cosmos, whcih are all within the identical original divine blueprint, is
completed. This activity may be experienced with the Golden Merkaba Meditation-see
Ascension Meditations.
These are the frequencies that we are talking about at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. We
actually create the frequency of the Universal spheres or the Cosmic spheres by connecting
our consciousness to those realms through the use of the merkaba technology. For instance, if
we want to connect consciousness to the Universal Sphere of dimensions ten, eleven and
twelve, we place our bodies within a merkaba that takes us up 12 inches above our heads, and
if we want to connect to the Cosmos we connect consciousness at 36 inches above our heads.
The divine formula of oneness is this is to this as this is to this as this is to this. We create the
divine ratio through sacred geometry. Notice this formula is different than the this is to that as
this is to that. In the divine reality there is no that, there is only this. There is only the original
divine blue print within every spark of the star, every flame of the sun, every cell, every atom
with the cell, every omnion within the quarks, every muon, rayon, trayon, and on down to the
most etheric substance of pre light and pre sound. All of the this made in the image and

likeness of God. This means that the divine structure is replicated in the ALL. The Christic
Merkaba that keeps the body in the 12th dimensional frequencies reaches from 12 inches
above the head into 12 inches below the crust of the Earth.
This means that in order for our bodies to ascend into the Christic Divine Blue Print, we must
do it together with Mother Earth. The Christ Grid is like a huge computer chip made of the
silicate matrix, which is what stardust is made of, the breath of source igniting a spark is the
star. The spark grows into a flame is the sun. After this idea is born it goes through a process
of wanting to experience itself so it involves downward (the opposite of evolving). We were
originally the star and the sun and then the sun created the galaxy in order to experience itself,
and the galaxy created a solar system to experience itself and the solar system created a planet
to experience it self.. Each spark of Source is an idea becoming a star and a sun. We are also
each an idea of Source. We involved all the way down here from the cosmic level of creation.
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December 21, 2012 marked the beginning of our journey back up, or our evolution.
Eventhough history books speak of the evolution of man, there actually was no evolution
before 2013. We had been involuting down away from Source. Only now- 2013 do we begin
our evolution back up to Source. When evolution is done in such a rapid speed that we leap an
entire dimension at a time it is called ascension. That is the process we are working on now.
Ascension also means that a body doesn't have to die in order to evolve up to the higher
dimension. We are going through an accelerated process of evolution, and ascension for those
who decide to take their bodies with them.
And we always do it with the planet that we are on. We are a part of Mother Earth- Gaia. We
were born as all ideas are born from the mind of God. First we were a part of the pre sound
and pre light of the Cosmic Structure of reality. Then we were a part of the Star called Ajaho
and the Sun called Alcyone. These were a part of our original creation template.
However, that is when the creation process stopped. The Star that was created in the Divine
Matrix of Aquinos or Aquarius got blown up and scattered out of its matrix. It scattered into
the Milky Way galaxy, into 12 pieces.
The process of the past 560,000 million years has been a plan by the Cosmic Councils to
reconnect the 12 pieces back into one brand new Frequency Signature. Every entity has a
frequency signature. We are connecting the 12th dimensional consciousness of Earth with the
12th dimensional consciousness of the other 11 pieces of the original star that blew up. That is
how our ascension must be done.
This is not a normal ascension, because normally, stars don't blow up into 12 pieces.
How are we connecting back into all of these frequency signatures? Through the solar winds,
the pieces of the meteorites, asteroids and especially Comet ISON, who is now working with
our Sun- which is actually one of the 12 pieces, to collect the star dust from all of the divine
template that we - our Star was created from.
Earth has already realigned into her fifth dimensional Soul Matrix. This is a new Earth in a
new time and new place. This new time and new place was required for the Earth to be able to
realign with her ORIGINAL 11 other pieces. Within the matrix that we were in prior to the
2012 shift, there was no 12th stargate. Our 12th stargate Aramatena was not there. She had
been destroyed by the Annunaki millions of years ago.The Annunaki tilted the 11th stargate at
an angle that would make the 12th stargate out of line with our time matrix and replaced her
with the Death Star Nibiru. We are no longer in line with the Death Star.
Now, we can begin collecting the frequencies of all 12 of our original stargates. These are the
frequency signatures that will combine into a new 12th dimensional reality of a greater reality
than has ever been known before in this omniversal template that we are moving into.

Everyone has chosen the place that they want to spend the years of their accelerated ascension
with Mother Earth. We are now tuned in to the Earth where each of us will create our
individual vortex into the 5th dimensional Earth. Some will prepare their vortex into Tara,
others into Gaia and some into Inner Earth- Agartha.
We are now finding a divine peace with the choices that we have made. We are tuning in to
the frequencies of the fifth dimensional Earth that will allow our bodies to transform into the
accelerated accretion level that will allow Inner Earth to rise into Oneness with this Earth.
Physical Earth is tuning in to the frequencies of her Soul Essence - her Spiritual Side. That
Spiritual Side is Tara. The ascension into a higher dimension happens as a result of a tilt of an
angle. If the Earth tilts 45 degrees it moves into a brand new reality.
However, the Cosmic Council realized that if the Earth were to tilt 45 degrees, that most of
the humans wouldn't be able to ascend with her. So, they created a plan that would allow the
Earth to tilt 23 degrees into alignment with Inner Earth. This tilt would allow Inner Earth to
come to those humans rather than the humans needing to ascend up to Inner Earth.
Those humans who do learn to raise their frequencies into the full 45 degree angle will learn
how to orb out of the Earth's accretion level into the frequencies of Tara and then into Gaia.
This ride we are all about to take has to do with our relationship with Mother Earth. By
relationship, I mean which angular rotation of particle spin our frequencies are spinning at.
Earth is offering us many possibilities. Earth can create as many clones of herself as there are
people on the Earth. But, we must participate in aligning our frequencies with the frequencies
of Earth that will tak us to the place we belong.
Those frequencies are within the Core of Earth. The Iron Core of Earth has an Etheric realm
within it . We must raise our frequencies into the 14th dimension in order to align
consciousness with the Etheric realm or the Crystal Heart of Earth. We must align our Crystal
Heart with the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. Earth's Soul Essence is in her Crystal Heart and
our Soul Essence is in our Crystal Heart.
The Crystal Heart is the God Seed Atom which is within the Thymus area or that are called
the Heart Chakra area. The Crystal Liquid Light flow of 14th dimensional frequencies is the
silver pastel rainbow colored frequency that is created as an arch is made between the 14th
dimension and the 16th dimension. The 16th dimension is outside of the 15th dimensional
time matrix of the Earth. It is the where the parallel Sun of our divine matrix is. Our galactic
sun is in the 8th sphere and our spiritual matrix sun is in the 16th sphere. When these spheres
arch into atunement a new spark of creation is formed that produces the energy of the
Neutron. When we absorb that frequency into our bodies, our chemicals shift into the neutron
body. That is the body that can orb into a new reality- or ascend out of this matrix.
That exact frequency of transformation is recorded on the Neutron mp3. The ascension
formula meditation, the lift off meditation and the stargate meditation all use this neutron
frequency. These meditations are in the Ascension Meditations.
Now we are beginning our Evolution at the Speed of Ascension. What our Cosmic Family has
done for us will place us 2213 years in the future, which is a 23 degree shift. That shift into
the future will align Earth with Inner Earth. That means the two realities will morph into one.
The lower frequencies always TRANSMUTE into the higher frequencies. This means we
keep our 3D reality but it is transmuted into a reality with a much higher consciousness and a
much lighter density. There will be a learning process of the Eieyanis from Inner Earth
learning more about the Outer Earth and those from outer Earth learning from those in Inner
Earth. There will not be a heirarchy, but there will be much to learn from those who are 2213
years in the future of our present reality.
These changes will come in powerful ways into the collective consciousness. The peace
within this collective must be found personally within the location that we each have chosen.
We create our new reality with the Earth at this point. The Earth has already risen into her

Soul Essence. Now is our time to merge into that Soul Essence through the help of the 6D
Elementals. Those entities that we call Aquafarions, water fairies and Dolphin People were at
one time in history referred to as the Water People. They are both direct offspring of the
Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Family and a part of the Majaraji Eieyani Sirius B Race Line.
They were the ones who went back in time and replicated the original divine template of our
Angelic Raceline in the time before it had been corrupted. So, in fact,they now live within our
cellular memory and within the elemental structure of the New Earth.
They are the ones who bring joy and bliss to this process. They are a raceline that sees all
activies as an extremeful joyful and blissful experience of co-creation with Divine Mind.
They are our future selves and they are our past selves. They are the reason our website is
about dolphins and fairies. The Dolphin People and the Blue Water Fairies are the same
raceline.
They are the Cosmic Dolphin Magic that is co-creating our New Earth by raising us into their
frequencies. They are the ones who hold the 12 subharmonics that stream into our DNA. They
are the ones the change the water to hydrolaise. They are our future selves.
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These changes in our realities are personal, individual and have to do with our location on the
Earth. We individually create our peace and our spirit through our interaction with the piece
of Earth that we stand upon. The divine blue print exists around our bodies from 12 inches
above our head to 12 inches below our feet in the Earth's crust. This means that Earth is a part
of us. We cant be in a Christic bubble separate from Earth. Earth's grids hold the Christic
template. We also must align into the Inner Earth Core to bring the 14th dimensional
frequencies into our Christic template. That is the frequency of transmutation that allows us to
leap out of the time matrix that we have been in. It is also the place where our original Soul
Matrix of the 12 races that existed as once before the star of Tara was blown out into the
Milky Way shattering into 12 pieces. The frequency of our twelve selves is in the Inner
Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. We must atune to that frequency in the Inner Earth in order to
prepare our bodies to slide into the reality of Inner Earth.
Earth is going through a birthing process now. She is already in her Soul Essence of the 5th
dimension. We must align our frequencies into her Christ Grids and Crystal Heart to join into
her Soul Essence.
As we connect more and more with Earth's Soul Essence, we will be increasing in divine light
as the piece of Earth where we live is starting its Soul Awakening. Our spirits will thrive in
our selected locality from 2013-2017. This will be the completion of the first level of
planetary alignment into zero point. This means Earth will become completely absorbed into
the morphogenetic field of Tara-the Solar sphere of 4,5,6 dimensions. The second planetary
alignment or ascension cycle will happen very quickly from 2017-2022. That alignment will
bring the morphogenetic fields of Gaia into Earth's sphere for transmutation into higher
realms.
During this time the Inner Cities of Light will harmonically merge or morph into the surface
or outer realms of Earth as Earth fully merges into her Soul's Identity in the 5th dimension.
The higher level that each individual activates their own DNA strands to, the higher their
level of transition will be. Those who do not raise their frequencies to activate their DNA
beyond 4D will have a much more limited access to new realities. However, the Aquafarian
Host will always be willing to assist those who desire it and work on aligning their
consciousness into the host field. The Aquafarians are the ones who created the rainbow
bridge of layers of inner cities of light so that we would be able to climb the ladder from

whatever level we are at.
I wrote hundreds of articles about the light cities activating right before my eyes when we
lived in Monterey in 2008. That was the year that the cities of light began their transition from
the substructure or the etheric golden worlds into the Earth's surface and from the upper
atmosphere. When we were in Monterey we watched our Aquafarian Dolphin family rise
from within the water at the Bey into the Clouds above. We also watched the golden cities
rise to the surface of the water and rise into the sunset. We could see a sun rising from within
the water and morphing into the sunset. The cities of light are consciousness, frequency
signatures of a very high dimensional consciousness that is forming a path that will align into
our consciousness. The cities of light are coming up to the surface and surrounding us from
ten thousand feet above in the cloud cities, and then permeating the biosphere between the
upper and the lower. We were guided to Monterey by my starry brother Zaurak who is an
Aquafarian and a Maharaji from Sirius B. We were told that our bodies were needed to be
there during the awakening of the cities of light. We were a necessary part of the ceremony.
We needed to have our consciousness connected because the Aquafarians are in fact our
consciousness.
The inner cities of light and cloud cities contain sacred lighted particles that some call
cellestiline and some call star dust. I've also heard some call it adamantine particles. These
stardust particles of the earths soul aspects will merge more and more with the outer physical
realms over the next five years.
For me I can see the cities of light in the atmosphere completely already. They are already
there, it is just a matter of getting one's frequencies raised into atunement. My family from
Aquafaria talks to me through cloud language every time I ask a question.
The higher a person raises their frequencies, the higher the dimension they become attuned
into. As one raises their frequencies into the fifth dimension, they will be able to perceive of
the inner dimensional realities and the inner cities of light will become the new reality. As we
connect our consciousness more and more with these cities of light, the more we become
completely immune to the seeming 3D illusions of dramatic climatic changes, earthquakes,
tornadoes, volcanoes,etc. If we merge our consciousness into the cities of light, we do not
need to build bunkers for protection. We can merge into a new reality where the new Earth is
completely safe. The entire biosphere between the inner ciites of light and the cloud cities will
become saturated with the new divine essence that resonates from our individual Soul's as
they become attuned into their spiritual blue body counter parts.
(MYSTERY SCHOOL OF THE OMNIVERSE EXISTS WITHIN AQUAFARIA-OUR
FUTURE)
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